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Summary

The sequential procedure developed by Chaturvedi [2] for estimating the
regression parameters in a linear model is further analyzed. Much simpler proof is
provided for the asymptotic 'risk-efficiency'and second-order approximations are
obtained for the expected sample size and 'regret' associated with the sequential
procedure. Theproblem of bounded riskpoint estimation is also discussed.
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Introduction

Consider the linear model

yi= Xi' p -h Ei (i = 1,2,...)

Where 5 is pxl vector of known constants, ^ is the pxl vector of unknown
parameters, and Ej's aredisturbance terms, independent and normally distributed
with mean0and variance a^. Having recorded y^,..., y^ onXj,..., respectively,
let xn =(xi... Xn)', Yn =(yi... yj' Use the usual least squares'estimator

Pn =(x'n X„)"' x'„ y„ toestimate
A

Let the loss incurred in estimating ^ by Pn be

MP,P„) =a[^(P„-P)'(x'„xJ(P„-P)
n - (1.1)

\
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Where A,a, C and t are known positive constants. The riskconesponding to the
loss function (1.1) is

v„(a) =K(p,a)^ +Cn' ^^2)

where K(p, a) =A.2'̂ ^ T [(p +aV^]/r i^). For known a, the sample size which
minimizes (a) is the smallestpositiveintegern s n^,, where

no =(<^Ct)K(p,a)ar^'^"' (1.3)

and setting n=no in (1.2), theconesponding minimum risk is

v^(o) =C(l +2Kx)n:, (1.4)

But, in the ignorance of a, no fixed sample size procedure minimizes (a)
simultaneously for allvalues of o. In such a situation, motivated by(1.3), adopt
the following sequential procedure.

Let us define, for

na p+1, aj =(n- p)"' Y'„ [I„ - X„ (X'n X^)"' X'̂ ] Y„ as the estimator for

cf, where It denotes a kxkidentity matrix. Then, thestopping timeN=N(a) isgiven
by

, Mzr*a),N=inf [na m: na {(<V^Ct)K(p,a) On} ] (1.5)

where nv( &p+1) being the initial sample size. When stop, estimate p by ^

AsinStarr [6] and Starrand Woodroofe [7], the 'risk- efficiency' and 'regret'
of the sequential procedure (1.5) aredefined, respectively, by

Ti(a) =v(ayv^(a)

and

o)(a)=V(a)-Vn^(a) (1.7)

wherev(a) is the riskassociated with the sequentialprocedure, i.e.

v(a) =K(p,a)o"E(ISr^) + CE(N^
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=(2CKx)nS^"^^E(N-^) +CE(N*) (1.8)

Chaturvedi [2], using much complicated algebra and many probability
inequalities, obtained a condition onthestarting satnple sizem,which ensures the
asymptotic (as a -> <» ) 'risk-efficiency' of the sequential procedure (1.5) and
proved that limii(a) = 1 ifm > P+a/(a +2t) He also obtained first-order

a-*oo

asymptotics for the 'regret' and proved that, for t = 1, lim a)(a)= 0(1) if and
a 00

only if jn a p +a. Fora=2 andt=l, i.e.,when theloss isquadratic plus linearcost
ofsampling, Chaturvedi [2] derived second-order approximations for the 'regret'

. and provedthat lim co(a) = 1 + 0(1) for m a p+1.
o —» 00

The purpose ofthis note istoobtain a much simpler proof ofthe asymptotic
'risk-efficiency' and second-order approximations forthe 'regret'. Insection 2, a
conditiononthe initial sample size isdetermined which could guarantee asymptotic
'risk- efficiency'. In section 3, improving the bounds for 'regret' obtained by
Chaturvedi [2], second order approximations areachieved. Finally, in section 4,
the problem ofbounded risk point estimation of^ isdiscussed.

2.AsymptoticRisk-Efficiency

We first establish three lemmas.

Lemma 1

For any X(>0) fixed and ma p +1, lim E(%<,)^ =1

Proof: If follows from the definition (1.5) of Nthat

or,

^21 +a)

(<?^Ct)K(p,a)oN} sNs (<^ct)K(p,a)aN
^21 + a) -f(m -1)

which on using the facts that {limAT =00, lim= a a.s. and
C-»oo if-»oo

linj no = ® , leads us to the result that
a —• 00

lim (•%„) = 1 a.s.
(2.1)

{
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Using the factthat [see, Judge, and Bock(1978, p.20, Theorem A.2.16) for
•A ""P

proof] (n - p) On =^ Zj, with Zj ^ (1)> we obtain from (1.5),

=[{(n-pr 2 ZjP"'
j-i

It follows fromWienerergodic theorem (see, Khan [5])that

°-P aX/(a+2t)
V

sup l(n-pr 2 Zj
n a p+1

<00.

Thus, (%(,)'' is integrable and the lemma follows from (2.1) and dominated
convergence theorem.

Lemma 2 (Hayre [3])

Let Zi, Z2,.. .be i.i.d. Chi-squared with one degree of freedom, and let

T]k = inf n ' (Zi+ Z2 + ... + Zn)
nak

Then, for 1 > 0, E (ti^ ) <00 if and only if k > 21.

Lemma 3

For ^ ( >0) fixed, lim E(no/K)'' =1 if m>p+2a X,/(a +2t)
a-«

Proof: It follows fromthe definition (1.5)of N that

=[(n-p)-^5zj]" '̂"''
j-1

Since na mapplying Lemma 2,we conclude that E <°° ifin>p+2aV(a+2t).
Hence, (V^)*' is integrabale for all m>p+2aA/(a+2t) and the lemma follows from
(2.1)and dominated convergence theorem.

The main result of this section is stated in the following theorem, which
provides a condition on starting sample size iensuring asymptotic "risk-efficiency".
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. Theorem 1

lim Ti(a) = 1, if m > p + a/{a+2t)
a-^co

Proof: Making substitutions from (1.4) and (1.8) in (1.6), we obtain after some
algebra,

Ti (a) =(1+2Kx )-' [E(%o)' +PKx) E(Vn)'' ]

The proof is now an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3.

Remark 1: It is concluded that the condition obtained on m in Theorem 1 is

consistent with that obtained in Theorem 1 of Chaturvedi [2]. However, here we
have not studied the behaviour ofTi(a) for the cases when (i) m=p+a^ /(a+2t) and
(ii) m < p+aV(a+2t), but one may not be interested in the situations when the
asymptotic risk-efficiency is not achieved.

3. Second-Order Approximations for the Regret

The following theorem provides-second-order approximations for the
expected sample size associated with the sequential procedure (1.5).

Theorem 2:

For t=l and m > p + 2 a/( ct + 2), as a ^ oo ,

^2)} - p+0(1)

Proof. For t=l, the stopping rule (1.5) may be re-written as

n-p

N=inf [na m: Zj s ' (n-p)]

Let us define a new stopping time t„ by

t„ =inf[ na m- p:2 Zj sn^'(l+pn"')*^^'"]
j-i

(3.1)

(3.2)

Following the proof of Lemma 1 in Swanepoel and van Wyk [8], it can be
shown that the steeping rules (3.1) and (3.2) follow the same probability
distribution. From (3.2) and equation (1.1) of Woodroofe [9], we obtain in the
notations of Woodroofe [9],

m=m-p, S„ +2Zj, c= a =2(i+a-^)
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L(n) =(l+pn-'f , ?•= (l+2a-')-', Lo =p(l+2a-'), a = .

Now, from Theorem 2.4 of Woodroofe [9], we obtain for all
m > p+2<V(a+2), as a oo ,

E(tJ =no +av/(„^2) - P-2(aH.l)/(„^2)^ +0(1) ,

and the theorem follows. Here, v is given by Theorem 2.2 of Woodroofe [9].

In the following theorem, we shall obtain secxjnd-crder approximations for
the "regret".

Theorem 3 : For t = 1 and m > p+2a/(a+2), as a -» <»

(o(a) = CaV2(a+2)+0(1)

Proof : From (1.4) and (1.8), substituting the valuesof (a) and v(a) in (1.7),

we get for t = 1,

co(a) =(2C/a)n{J^'E(N^-n^' +CE(N-no) (3.3)

Expanding about no by Taylor series e3q)ansion, we obtain for
|U-no|s|N-no|

(0 (a)=(2%) E[-(cv^) (N-no)n '̂̂ '̂ '

+(l^)(N-no)'(t^)(<^+l) ] +CE{N-no)

=.{ C(a+2y4^} Er(N-no)'

Denoting by P, the c.d.f. of N, we can write

co(a) =Ii +l2 (3.4)

where

I, =jC(d+2y4^ IJ (N-no )'(no^ dp

and I2 =jc(a+2y4„g| J (N-no)'(nolj/'̂ '"dp
N>V,

a.Si

Since (Vy) >1 as a -• oo , for sufficiently large a, we have (Vu)'"^* '̂ s K,
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whereK is anygenericconstant independent ofa. FromCorollary 2ofChaturvedi
[2], P(N £ n</2) = , as o ^ 00 . Thus

= 0(1) (3.5)

for all m >p + 2<V'(a+2). It follows from a result of Bhattacharya and Mallik [1]

that the asymptotic distribution of (N-n^,) / n^ is N[0,2aV(a+2)^ ]. Moreover,
from Theorem 2.3 ofWoodroofe [9], (N-no)Vno is uniformly integerable for all
m > p+2«V'(a+2). Hence,we obtainfor all m >p+2<Vta+2), as a-»oo

I2 = Ca/2ia+2) (3.6)

The theorem now follows onmaking substitutions from (3.5) and (3.6) in(3.4).

4. BoundedRiskPoint Estimationo/P

Let the loss of estimating P by Pn is

L-(P, Pn)=A ^(Pn-P)'(X'„XJ(P„-p)

Theriskassociated with thelos§ (4.1) is

v; (a) = K(p,a) .a7n'^

<1/2

(4.1)

(4.2)

Here, A,a and K(p,a) are same as that defined inSection 1.For specified W( >0),
suppose one wishes that the risk (4.2) should not exceedW. It is easy to see that,
for known a, thesample sizeneeded to achieve thegoal is thesmallest positive

integer n^ n', where n' = K(p,a)^ /a a^: Inthe absence ofany knowledge about
a, we adopt the following sequential procedure.

The stopping time is definedby

N=inf[nam:na{K(p,a)|W}^°.^] (4.3)

Estimate p by ^

Forthesequential procedure (4.3),westatethefollowing theorem, the proof
of which can be obtained exactly along the lines of that of Theorem 2 after i
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necessary modifications at variousplaces.

Theorem A: Forallm>p+2, as a-»oo,

E(N) = n* +V* -p - 2 +0(1),

wherev'is specified.

The following theorem gives second-order approximations for the expected
loss ofthe sequential procedure (4.3).

Theorem 5: Forallm >p+2, as a -> oo

E[L-(g M ]=W[l-(%a-) {V* -p-(a+2f/>} ]+0(1)

Proof: Expanding about n* by Taylor series, we get

N-n*For U-n*

E[L-(p,^)]

=WE(n>^y

= w l-(%n*) E(N-n) + }E
/

V

u

Now using Theorem 4, the results (N-n'^n*^)-~> N(0,2)
a-* 00, (N-n)Vn* is uniformly integiable for all m>p,+2 and the arguments
similar to those in theproof of Theorem 3,wecanobtain thedesired results. The
details areomitted forbrevity.

as
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